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document processing software," WordPerfect 5.3 on your
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Empower Your OpenVMS Users

WordPerfect's reputation is built on

powerful and innovative word processing

features – which quickly become

standards – as well as responsiveness to

the demands of users in the form of new

features, enhancements, and updates. In

addition to the powerful features and

capabilities found in previous versions,

WordPerfect 5.3 contains the following

exciting improvements:

WordPerfect 6.0 File Compatibility:
WordPerfect 5.3 for VMS converts
WordPerfect 6.0 (and 3.0 for
Macintosh) files as they are retreived.

Increased Performance
Significant improvements to
WordPerfect 5.3 have made it more
than 20% faster than the previous
version!

Macro Editor
The powerful Macro Editor provides
users with a comprehensive set of
tools for creating, navigating through,
editing, and printing the contents of
their WordPerfect macros.

Printer Drivers
Printer drivers (.prs files) have been
added for the HP® LaserJet® 4
printer series.

List Files
The List Files program can now be
run from DCL™, allowing users to
navigate through OpenVMS to view,
copy, find, move, print, and manage
their files and directories without
having to know OpenVMS commands!

WPS-PLUS Keyboard Emulation
With the enhanced WPS-PLU S ®
keyboard selected, training costs are

minimized because former WPS-PLU S
users can use WPS-PLUS keystrokes
to perform Wo r d Perfect tasks.

WPS-PLUS Document Conversion
The improved document conversion
feature quickly and easily converts
WPS-PLUS documents into
WordPerfect documents.

VT510™ Terminal Support
WordPerfect 5.3 supports the
additional foreign character sets and
soft characters now available with the
VT510 terminal.

ALL-IN-1™ Integration
The ALL-IN-1 integration package is
now available for WordPerfect 5.3.
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Standardize your corporate word processing across

platforms. Wo r d Perfect 5.3 now provides full

compatibility with Wo r d Perfect running on other

platforms so that other users or work groups using

different operating systems can share information and

projects quickly and easily.

Integrate text and graphics in order to improve the

impact of everything you produce—from memos and

documents, to letters, reports, and more.

Save on training costs! Wo r d Perfect 5.3 is the logical

choice for users already familiar with Wo r d Perfect on

another platform. And for users migrating to

Wo r d Perfect from another word processor, 5.3's

enhanced keyboard mapping tools make the transition

easy and painless.

Print to any of the over 1,000 printers (and growing!)

supported by WordPerfect 5.3 for OpenVMS Systems.

Link spreadsheets and graphics to your document. If

changes are made to the spreadsheet or graphic image,

your document will be automatically updated when it is

retrieved.

Improve productivity with powerful WordPerfect

features like Tables, Equation Editor, View Document,

Macro Editor, Merge tools, Character Sets, Pull-Down

Menus, and much more!

Languages available include U.S. English, U.K.

English, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German,

Italian, Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish, and Swiss!


